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INHERITANCE CRYSTAL, 0 WAN LINGJING

"Next item will be auctioned."

The construct continued to speak, and a green light ball projection appeared in the air.

The strange lines flow in the light group, which looks very mysterious.

At the same time, the introduction of the light group also emerged.

【Extraordinary Gene: Water Arrow】

【Class: Elite】

【Get combat skills after burning: water arrows and strengthen yourself】

[Main improvement: mental perception]

[Secondary improvement: physical defense]

Seeing this projection, everyone on the first floor opened their eyes wide and was a little

surprised.

"Elite-class transcendent gene?! There is even an elite gene auction this time?!"

"Yes, the elite-level transcendent genes, even the elite-level beasts have a very low

probability of dropping. This should be the gene dropped by the boss?! Someone actually

put it out for auction."

In the box, Zhuo Ming looked at the green light group with a hint of envy:

"Brother Yuan, isn't this the extraordinary gene you auctioned off?"

Lu Yuan glanced at it and nodded: "Well, I did sell it."

"It turned out to be an elemental attacking combat technique. It must be expensive,
right?"
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"With such a useful and extraordinary gene, why don't you keep it for yourself, Brother
Yuan?"

Lu Yuan looked at the talking blond youth with a speechless expression. He remembered

that he was one of the people who survived the last time the ruins were made.

"I am a guardian warrior, why do you want this gene?"

Hearing this, others thought it made sense, and nodded.

Green is a little curious: "I don't know how much this item can sell for? This should be

one of the most valuable auction items in the auction house."

As soon as Green’s voice fell, the voice of the construct rang:

"Extraordinary Gene: Water Arrow, the starting price is 98,000 Lingjing, and the price

increase is not less than 3000 Lingjing, now start bidding."

"Hi...The starting price is 98,000..."

Green couldn't help looking at Lu Yuan, they admitted that they were sore.

Even if it is Green, when he is lucky, he can only earn only three or four hundred spiritual
crystals in a day.

If luck is almost impossible, there may not be so many spirit crystals.

It takes more than half a year for this nearly one hundred thousand spiritual crystals...

This is not the time for Green to cultivate his spirit after he died.

Count and calculate, Green can't earn so many spirit crystals in a year...

As for the others, let alone.

Can this be sour?

Lu Yuan didn't pay attention to them, but looked at the auction table.

He is also very curious, how much money can be sold for this thing.

As soon as the voice of the construct fell, a voice rang.



"No. B301, bid 110,000 Lingjing."

As soon as the sound fell, the noise below became more intense.

"Did the VIP shot at the beginning?"

"Nonsense, how can someone who can offer such a high price be a VIP?"

"Right…"

"..."

In the box, Zhuo Ming's face was strange: "Isn't this Director Liu's box? I didn't expect
Director Liu to participate in the auction. Why didn't he talk to Brother Yuan before?"

Green said, "Lu Yuan had already sent the shoot before. What's the use of complaining

with Lu Yuan? On the contrary, he looks like a little family."

Lu Yuan did not expect that Liu Xi would also bid. He didn't even mention it before.

However, Liu Xi represents the Tianfu Consortium after all, and the Tianfu Consortium
naturally has a genius who can record elite genes.

It is also right to collect extraordinary genes for those geniuses.

"B320, the bid is 115,000 Lingjing."

After Liu Xi's quotation, the second quotation followed immediately.

After , the quotations kept up one by one, and soon the price broke through 150,000
Lingjing.

"Why do these people produce so many spirit crystals? Isn't it just an elite gene?"

Lu Yuan didn't expect that they would fight so fiercely.

Isn't it?

Green looked weird: "Elite genes... only? The prices of elite genes are all over 100,000.
What's more, this is an element type or a water arrow with low lethality. The price will
naturally not be low. I guess it has to be shot. To about 180,000 to 200,000."

"Can you sell so high?"



Lu Yuan was shocked.

To him, the elite gene may not be worth mentioning. He didn't expect to sell so many

spirit crystals outside.

There are 200,000 spirit crystals, and he can practice with all his strength for nearly a

month.

Zhuo Ming looked at Green with some confusion:

"Captain Green, how do you know so clearly? You can't afford it again..."

You can't afford it again...

Hearing this, Lu Yuan and several others gave Zhuo Ming a weird look.

Are you a prickly man?

Green's face turned black all at once.

He glared at Zhuo Ming, and said fiercely: "I have reached the point of breaking through

to the first level, can't I find my second extraordinary gene?! Do you want to be beaten?!"

Zhuo Ming returned to his senses, a bit embarrassed.

"Oh, oh, too, hahaha..."

The auction of Water Arrow Gene is still going on.

From the first 15,000 plus, to the next 33,000 plus one.

In the end, it was almost the same as Green expected, and 195,000 spiritual crystals were

shot.

was taken away by VIP No. B315. Lu Yuan didn't know who it was.

I can't see any other boxes in this box, and there is no one to say harsh words during the

auction.

It doesn't matter to Lu Yuan, anyway, it would be nice to give Lingjing to him.

Until now, all Lu Yuan's things have been auctioned off.



A total of 270,000 spiritual crystals were obtained.

Even if he tried to hunt and kill in Guhai Oasis, it would take more than a month of origin

to obtain so many spirit crystals.

Of course, that was before.

He should be able to harvest more now.

After the water arrow gene was auctioned off, two more boss-level gene weapons were
auctioned.

Lu Yuan has no interest.

When a boss-level armor was auctioned off, Green said:

"It's over."

Lu Yuan nodded.

is already armed at the boss level, and there should be nothing to auction.

When the two were talking, the projection above the auction table appeared again, this
time a transparent crystal.

At the same time that projection appeared, the introduction light curtain also appeared.

【Inheritance Crystal: Frostwolf Freezing Cannon】

[Introduction: Contains the design drawings of the ‘Frostwolf’ cryogun and the

technology involved. 】

The short two-line introduction made the originally noisy auction house silent.

For a moment, it seemed that someone had pressed the mute button.

After the atmosphere fell silent, an uproar erupted from below, and everyone was

extremely excited.

"Civilized Inheritance Crystal?!"

"Such an auction house will sell this thing??"



"I don't know how effective this cryo cannon is? But since it's put up for auction, it won't
be bad."

"There is a good show. I am afraid that those people above will have their brains out."

Inside the box, Lu Yuan also stared wide-eyed, looking at the heritage crystal in shock.

He had heard before that all kinds of technological inheritance can be obtained in the
land of origin, but he did not expect to see it so soon.

Green on the side of widened his eyes and muttered to himself:

"It's crazy! Which lunatic actually took out the inheritance crystal for auction?! This time

it's going to be lively. UU Reading www.uukanshu.com"

Zhuo Ming is a little dazed:

"Our Sandstone City can still get something like the Inheritance Crystal? Isn't we an
initial city here?"

Lu Yuan didn't agree with Zhuo Ming's words.

He is also the one who has obtained the inheritance crystal.

When he was in the ruins before, Lu Yuan obtained Shiman's inheritance body art.

To be fair, the value of Hei Gangjin might be greater than this technological item?

After all, that in the Shiman clan is also a civilized inheritance physique, and only the

genius of the clan can practice it.

However, Lu Yuan would definitely not sell that thing.

When everyone was shocked, the construct's still flat voice sounded:

"Inheritance Crystal: The Frostwolf Freezing Gun, the starting price is 1,000,000 Lingjing,
and the price increase is not less than 50,000 Lingjing, now we will start bidding."

"hiss..."

Many people were shocked.

Zhuo Ming exclaimed:



"Just the starting price is one million?! This is too expensive, right?"

Green glanced at Zhuo Ming, and said:

"One million is expensive? Think about the exchange ratio of Lingjing and real currency,
which is equivalent to one or two billion. This is a high-tech design drawing and all

knowledge! Is one or two billion expensive? I dare to, In the end, the number of these

spirit crystals may reach tens of millions."

Lu Yuan felt that what Green said was very good.

After all, the value of knowledge is too high.

The technology involved in the freezing gun is not only used on the freezing gun, and it is

not completely useless in other areas.

Ten million Lingjing is probably just the bottom line.
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